
The Language Pot 
 Each comic book focuses on simple dialogues

encouraging oral expression
 reading in two languages becomes a game
 children develop and improve their vocabulary easily,

with a help of an adult
 audio files are free and downloadable from the site

www.dadoclem.fr
 New: digital version for the i-Phones, i-Pads, Android...

Bi-lingual comic books

Holly Hedgehog's holidays 
Louise Marsan & Louise Mendoche
ISBN : 978-2-916637-04-4

A group of friends is preparing themselves to go on vacations in
France. Their joyful preparation ends up with a big surprise on
the road.

The Day the Honey ran out 
Nicole Snitselaar & Maryline Bellec
ISBN : 978-2-916637-18-1

The pollution, that's the problem ! It can not last any more.
Little Bee and her friends try to make people conscious of the
danger and decide to organize the resistance.

Amazing Robots
Angela Rajcic & Louise Mendoche
ISBN : 978-2-916637-19-8

This is a robots competition. Miss Smith's students are taking
part in it for the first time. They have to program their robots
and make them perform various actions.
But they will meet a fierce competition.



Blossom Changes School
Louise marsan & Eric Dodon
ISBN : 978-2-916637-11-2

It's never easy to change the schools, especially when you're too
tall, clumsy and you feel ugly. But during a disastrous picnic
Blossom discovers she has many more assets that she imagined!

Lili-Rose
Louise Marsan & Louise Mendoche
ISBN : 978-2-916637-05-1

Lili-Rose wishes a bike for her birthday but she does not know
how  to  get the message loud and clear to her parents. She is
nervous about it and her school friends are trying to help her
but not her little brother who is annoying her as often as
possible.
A taste of everyday life.

The disappeared wave
David Gondar / Marjorie Carola
ISBN : 978-2-916637-16-7

Sarah just came to Madrid to visit her grand parents for the
summer vacations. Her grand father is very upset and explains to
Sarah that the monument of spanish heritage has recently
disappeared : the letter n. As Don Quixote of La Mancha and
Sancho they are trying to find out who could be responsible of
such a disaster.

Catrina – A Secret gang  from Mixquic
Maria-Esther d'Anjou / Virginie Thomas
ISBN : 978-2-916637-07-5

Have you ever heard about the gang of children who have
captured and black-mailed the death, Catrina ? This is their
story.



Mysterious Saint Nikolaus
Timo et Hélène Breidenstein / Dongheum Kim
ISBN : 978-2-916637-10-5

Theo and his brother, who speak german and french, want to
wright a letter to Saint Nikolaus, but they wonder if he is
speaking two languages as they do. In which language should
they wright him? They'll have an answer at the end of the story.

Mimi hates candies
Doris Neumeier – Barbier / Laure Vissian
ISBN : 978-2-916637-24-2

Mimi is going to Austria to see her grand-mother and her cousin
Gustave. While they are visiting the city with so many nice
things to see and to eat, Mimi discovers the secret recepie of
the famous Sacher cake. Will she be able to steal it ? 

The scary night of the dim lanterns
 Timo et Hélène Breidenstein / Eric Dodon
ISBN : 978-2-916637-21-1

The village school is preparing the traditional play for the St
Martin's day. A team of girls should play the main roles this
year. The boy's team of the previous show challenges them to
better then they did. It won't be easy. 

Children from Sicily
YAYO & Patrizio Di Mino / Eric Dodon
ISBN : 978-2-916637-17-4

During a traditional pic-nic for the Easter holidays, a group of
friends plays soccer. They have an idea to invite a lonely blond
boy to play with them, believing that he is a tourist. 
They are surprised to learn that he is from Sicily and that his
ancestors came from Normandy. So, they all start to look for
each others roots and discover this way the richness of sicilian
history.



The Secret of Napoleon's force
Dominique Memmi / Maria-Josèphe Santoni / Eric Dodon
ISBN : 978-2-916637-25-9

There is a movie shooting in Corsica about Napoleon's childhood.
Suddenly, after some scenes shooted in Ajaccio, the “young
Napoleon” disappears. The shooting team is looking for him in all
the places related to Napoleon's childhood. 
Why did he disappear ? 

Bi-lingual comic books by DADOCLEM

Key points : a glimpse on the cultures of France, Mexico, Spain, Germany, Italy, USA and
lots  more to come ! 
Age : primary and early teens
Topics :  vacations,  home description, school day, food, emotions, sports...
Existing languages : French in combination with English, German, Italian, Spanish and
Corsican.
Price : 8,50 euros
Format : hard cover 12x16cm, 2cc
Rights agent : danica.urbani@dadoclem.fr


